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1.0 GENERKL.
This manual defines the requirements and control method necessary to minimize the
effect of electrostatic discharges (ESD) that damage or destroy electronic equipment
components (see figure 1). In addition, test procedures are provided to measure the
effectiveness of the control method.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.
The following documents, of the issue in effect on the date of publication of this
document, form a part of this manual.
a. Appendix A, F,lectrostatic Damage In Hybrid Assemblies.
b. Appendix B, Additions to JPL Technical Information Bulletin 377S2-4E9.
	
C. 	 DOD-STD-1686 Electrostatic Discharge Control Program excluding paragraph 2,0.
	
d,	 DOD-HDBK-263 Electrostc ,; c Discharge Control Handbook, excluding paragraph 2.0.
e. JPL Technical Information Bulletin 37752-4E9.
f. Appendix C, Electrostatic Damage to CMOS Analog Switch.
3.0 BACKGROUND.
3.1 Damage to components and assemblies which are electrostatic discharge sensitive
(ESDS) has become a serious reliability problem for equipment users. The increased
dependence upon highly complex and sensitive microelectronics makes entire systems
vulnerable to damage. Various methods for controlling ESD have been developed. These
include: internal device protection, installation of conductive floor mats, use of
topical antistat liquid and/or spray, wearing of protective clothing, and the use of
static-free packaging (see figure 1). Any control method may be worthless unless the
user understands static electricity and ESD, and exercises proper precautions.
3.2 STATIC ELECTRICITY.
3.2.1 Static electricity is electrical charge at rest. The electrical charge is due
to an imbalance of electrons within a body or between two bodies. A body having an
excess of electrons is charged negatively; a body having a deficiency of electrons is
charged positively. The magnitude of the charge is dependent upon such factors as
surface cleanliness, relative humidity, amount of pressure, friction, and the size of
surface area (see figure 2).
3.3 TRIBOELECTRICITY.
3.3.1 Triboelectricity is electricity generated by friction resulting from the
mechanical separation of electrical charges of opposite sign by processes such as (1)
the separation (as by sliding) of dissimilar solid objects, (2) interaction at a
solid-liquid interface, and (3) breaking of a liquid-gas interface. Plastic, paper,
textiles, and other materials are ordinarily electrically balanced. When two such
1
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Figure 1. Static-safe Work Station.
Table 1, Triboelsotrio Series
Positive (+)	 Air
Human Hands
'	 Asbestos
Rabbit Fur
(Hass
mica
Human Hair
Nylon
Wool
Fur
Lead
Silk
Aluminum
Paper
Cotton
Steel
Wood
Amber
Sealips Wax
Hard Rubber
Nickel, Copper
Braes, Silver
Gold, Platinum
Sulfur
Acetates Rayon
Polyester
Celluloid
Orlon
Polyurethane
Polyethylene
Polypropylene
PVC (Vinyl) (Polyvinylohloride)
RBL F
Silicon
Negative (-)	 Teflon
3
materials come in contact under pressure and friction, and are then separated, elec-
trons are torte from the surface of one material and become attached to the other
material. The materials then become positively or negatively charged.
3.4 TRXBOELECTRU SERIES. (Refer to table 1)
3.4.1 The triboelectrie series is a list of materials in de,{oending order of positive
to negative charging as a result of triboelectrification. When two st;ibstances are
rubbed together and then separated, the substance higher on the triboelootric series
list will lose electrons to the substance lower on the triboelectrie series list, and
thereby become positively charged with respect to the substance lower on the list. In
addition to generating triboelec trio ity by ru',bing two different substances together,
triboelectrioity may also be generated when two pieces of the same substance come in
contact and are then separated. For example, separating the sides of a plastic bag.
3.5 ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE (ESD).
3.5.1 ESD is a transfer of electrical charge between bodies at different potentials.
Destructive ESD may be delivered in the form of sparks passing between materials of
different potentials. Metal, carbon, and human skin can pick up, store, and discharge
potentially destructive sparks. The charge, generated by a shoe-sole separating from
a carpet is induced and stored on the body's surface and clothing, and can then be
discharged to another object. For example, a printed circuit board is an object to
which a destructive spark may be discharged. If touched at a right point, the board
may be damaged as the discharge passes through a sensitive component (see figure 3).
Appendix A, Electrostatic Damage in Hybrid Assemblies, has photomicrographs of dam-
aged devices and suggested preventive action.
4.0 ESD PREVENTION.
4.1 The following acronym SIGH should be used in the prevention of ESD:
a. Surround the device or assembly with antistatic materials.
b. Impound all plain plastics, textiles, foam, and cushions from near approach to
ESDS items. Replace with approved antistatic types or treat with topical antistats.
c. Ground the skin of all item-handling personnel with safety resistive wrist
straps. Where this is not possible or practical, use conductive floor mats or treat
floor topically, and wear appropriate foot wear.
d. Hound personnel and management to see that above rules are observed, for
without breaking one, it is virtually impossible to cause electrostatic damage.
4.1.1 An important idea presented by SIGH is that every one gust become involved in
prevention. To provide continuity in the protective chain, awareness and prevention
of ESD must be part of:
a. The vendor
b. Shipping and Receiving personnel
e. ',ogisties/supply personnel
4
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Table 2. ESD Susceptibility of Various Electronic Devices
(Not limited to)
Device Type
Range of ESA
Susceptibility (Volts)
VNOS 30 to 1800
NOSFET 100 to 200
OaAsFET 100 to 300
EPROM 100
JFET 140 to 7000
SAW 150 to 500
OP AMP 190 to 2500
CMOs 250 to 3000
Schottky Diodes :300 to 2500
Fill Resistors (Thick, Thin) 300 to 3000
Bipolar Transistors 380 to 7000
EM (PC Board Level) 500 to 1500
SCR 680 to 1000
Schottky TTL 1000 to 2500
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WALKING ON COMMON FLOOR COVERING MATERIALS GENERATES DIFFERENT LEVELS Of ELE:CTRO-
STATIC VOLTAGES DEPENDING ON THE TYPE Of MATERIAL AND THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
Figure 2. Voltages Generated by Walking on Common Floor Materials
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d. The user
e. Maintenance/trouble-shooting personnel,
To comply with the above, we have instituted a requirement to all vendors that those
items listed in table 2 be supplied in a translucent antistatic container, labeled as
shoes in. figure 4, Depending upon the item shipped, the containers may be protective
bags, carbon-loaded plastic boxes or tubes, or conductive foam.
VYyV
CA4ITION
Paekp&;rs labeled STATIC SENSITIVE are to be
opened ONLY at a static safe work station.
4.2 THE USER. The user will use conductive floor mats or topically treated floors to
discharge any electrostatic build-up before touching equipment. Tests reveal that an
exposed panel-mounted LEA can permit transmission of ESA to PC boards, resulting in
failure of ICs and other semiconductor components (see figure 3). Laboratory tests
have also shown that damage and resulting failure was sometimes due to accumulative
shocks. Personnel working in operational areas should not wear shoes that have rubber
or composition soles. If leather-soledshoes are not worn, it is necessary to attach
conductive shoe straps or treat with a topical antistat. However, it should be
realized that leather does not always provide an efficient discharge path, and that
treatment with an anti-stat is advisable. The wearing of a laboratory coat is
recommended. The laboratory coat should be treated with an anti-stat by spraying once
a week, and treated with anti-stat in rinse water after washing.
4.3 BENCH TOPS. Because work benches become contaminated, they must be periodically
cleaned with e, topical anti-stat. The conductive bench mat must also be cleaned
periodically. However, cleaning solutions Bari lower the conductivity of the con-
ductive mat unless the mat sits long enough to absorb enough moisture to again become
conductive. The process can be expedited by wiping the mat with a cloth dampened with
a solution of equal parts of water and a topical antistat. To check the bench
conductivity, see figure 5.
4.4 MAINTENANCE/TROUBLESHOOTING. This category requires much the same techniques as
those described under "USER" (paragraph 4.2). In addition, this area demands more
attention to preventing static build-up as more direct contact with discrete devices
is probable. The maintenance area should have work benches with grounded floor, and
bench mats with wrist straps,. Conductive foam and antistatic plastic containers
should be used to hold parts (see figure 1). The value of the series wrist-strap
resistor (1 M ) should be checked periodically. Also, visual check of the wrist
strap, resistor, ground wire, table and floor mats, and floor-mat ground wire should
be made for frayed insulation, loose connections, or other defects.
4.5 LOGISTICS/SUPPLY PERSONNEL. All personnel in the Logistics/Supply area should be aware
that many electrostatic protection devices are reusable. When returning sensitive devices for any reason
repack in original packaging. All sensitive devices should also be stored in same packaging.
Reusab l e items include, but are not limited to: (a) PCB Edge Protectors; (b) Shielding Bags; (c) Caution
Labels; (a` r;ooductive Foam; and (e) Shipping Tubes.
6
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Figure 3. Transmission of ESD to PC Board Th rough Panel-mounted LED.
ATTEN T ION
Static Sensitive
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Handle Only at
Static Sofe Work
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Reusable Container
Do Not Destroy
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''igure 4. ESDS Device, Container Label.
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Maintain the integrity of the "soft" ground sys-
tem, primarily for personnel protection.
4 6 SHUFFLE TEST. A portable static locator (electrostatic voltmeter) should be used to measure the
charge build up in all areas doscnbed in the preceding paragraphs A very simple test can be conducted
to determine the efficiency of the applied topical anti-stet. It is known as the "Shufflo Test" and is per
formed as follows
A	 Stand at any point on the carpet or florr area where the anti-stet is to be applied.
..	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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b, Turn on (electrostatic voltmeter) static locator, and record the reading,
e. Slide one foot back and forth over the floor.
d. Gift Coot off floor, and record meter reading.
e. Use same procedure after application or anti-stat.
The static locator call n1so be used to check tiee efficiency Or the wrist strap by
taking a reading of the beach area with the wrist strap off, and Chen attaching the
wrist strap, and observing the 0iange in the meter reading. Tile soft ground for %,he
bench top can also be ohectked by touching titre mat and again noting the meter reading.
5.0 CONCLUSION.
5.1 The foregoing general precautions apply to all activities in areas where ESBS
components are located. Many things can impair tits effectiveness of anti-sta^lc
measures. The conductivity or floors, floor Emits, wo rk surfaces, etc, can be reduced
by dirt or contamination. Ground connections can be broken by error, accident or by
normal went ,
 and tear. Those conditions are obvious, and can be easily corrected.
Probably, the single most important factor im the awemrness of all personnel of the
dwraging effects of ESG. Maintainity; ,v statia-frec environment is virtually im pos-
Bible; therefore, the handling of ESDd devices is of paramount importance.
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DETAIL "B"
NOTES
I 1; DIMENSION EQUALS Y DIMENSION
2 x DIMENSION IS MEASURED FROM INSIDE EDGE OF
METAL BAR
1 READING SHOULD BE & 1000 k 106 OHMS PER SQUARE
A MAINTAIN PRESSURE BETWEEN BUS BARS AND CONDUCTIVE
SURFACE U:INu ADDITIONAL WEIGHTS IF NECESSARY TO
ASSURE A FIRM AND STEADY CONTACT TO ENSURE AC4:URATE
AND REPEATABLE RESULTS PERFORM ALL TESTS IN THE EXACT
!TAME MANNER
A INVERT TEST APPARTUS, AND USE AS SHOWN IN
Figure 5. Bench Mat Conductivity Check.
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This paper discusses analysts of electrostatic
damege to hybrid assemblies. Case histories of slactro-
•tatic wischarge (KID; problem on several different
part types •ro described. In particular, subtle as-
pects of LSD failure saalys.s and part susceptibility
•re dlscw ad. The tasults of these analyses era the
developmant
s
 of • of I
	 of t3D correct ve action
manures to be considered by hybrid menufscturers and
users.
,In Iro Wct ton
The electrostatic dtochsrgs (M) problem has boon
significantly publiclsod uuring recent years. However,
most of this publicity has concerned LSD probl~ with
discrete rMS devices (Yale. 1,2), and very recently
some sckncwlodgement of problems with other technology
discrete devices (Rota. 1,4, and 1). The problem* with
the moat *ever* consequences, and In many cases the
highest probability of occurrence, era not at the dle-
ciete part level, but at higher levels of assembly.
Recent experience with hybrid assesblies has In-
clud-d LSD problems in numerous part types Including
bipolar devtcea, thin tils substrates. LCL and (W,S
devices. tAamples discussed herein will illustrate
certain subtle aspects associated with LSD Frobleme
siong with corrective action considerations.
LSD Affects on Bipolar De.lcos
During lot acceptance tests on Westinghouse bipolar
operational sapllfi@t chips lntondee f or hybrid usage,
the most frequent failure mode was dame&@ to the input
translator pair. In the moat severe cases, the base
emitter junction was degraded to a low resistance short
or the reverse char a teriatic curve was shifted by
several tenths of a volt. Physical damage typical of
that uisa V@d is shown in figure 1. This failure mode
wa observed several y ears ago, prior to institution
of extensive static prevention measures. The lot
acceptance chips had boon packaged to 14 pin DIP'S for
test purposes.
Figure 1
	 bipolar Input Transistor Degraded by
Severe LSD (2K X)
Since the failures Were of the input tr•naietuts,
the base )unctions of Which wet- tied to external pins,
sasti. electricity was suspected. 1.,1s suspicion was
fortified by oc-aalnnal reverse volt&!# characteristic
shifts observed during mlcro•tslysls.
Laperlmontr were than conducted (in the month of
February in baltinore, Maryland, When the relative
humidity to low) to attempt failure duplication via
LSD. It was quickly found that the typical damage as
shorn in figure I could be inflected by standing from
	
thelab stool and touching the package lid
	 Thi• motion
built a sutficlent static voltage on the body to des-
troy the device. The path of the transient Was tios
the charged human to the package lid Which 1s electri-
cally tied to the package bottom and to the chip sub-
strate. Free the substrate the path was through a p-n
junction to the collector of the npn current source
translator 014) to the emitter and then the base of
the input transistor (QI or Q2). Sea figure 2.
v•
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figure 2. Bipolar Operational Amplifier
Circuit Diagram
Subtle Btr_ol• r Dam r
During the same time period, there was another
coamwn failure mode where the "beta" of one of the
Input transistors would be "degraded" b y 102 to 80%.
The typical ESD physical damage was not observed.
Visible Do"&& Threshold Tests
The first phase of this investigation Was to doter-
sine the threshold. It existent, where visible damage
does not occur on staticall y destroyed devices. For
this purpose an electrostatic voltmeter was utillced
to measure the charge on a selected test person just
prior to ESD through the package lid. To simulate
actual test conditions. 100 ohms was tied between the
inputs and ground. The pin-to-pin characteristic a-
c roes the input pelt was monitored before and alter
each discharge in order to get some idea of the extent
of dame! • to the device. The results are given in
able 1.
X1978 IEEE.	 Renprintmd, with permission, from the 1978 Proceedings Annual
	
Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, Jamiary 17-19, 1978, Los Angeles, CA.
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IrouN 8,ea► down
Charge Breasdows Uncharge
^tt;• (vol to (volts) (voitsl
3-8 326 622 409
3-6 406 628 36
3_10 140 624 622
6-2 133 6 16 6 16
6-3 431 610 509
6 4 tee a 14 696
6 6 190 631 3 13
6 6 165 6 In 572
6 a 90 62 6?
6 9 160 621 62
6 . 10 '52 6.1 8 62
77 0062 T 3
Perfurmence and pin-to-pin teat data cutrelated very
Yell with the degree of damage. Devices numbered 110,
602, 60), 604, 606, 609, and 610 shoved no visible
damage.
Beth D1radatlun Ve!'-!lcstl_n
TAAL"_ l
ESD TBBTS OM 6I14)LAS DtVICES
VIBure ). Bipolar Static Damage NrAe
Apparent through Partial Silos Removal (211 X)
Shorted Substrates
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In order to prove whether or nut beta could be
degraded by static discharge, another test was tun.
This time seven good devices were functionally tested,
Jol144od. and retested to verify that there was no
slgrificant change• due to the dellddlna operation.
The betas of the input translators were then measured
and the devices were subjected to static discharge
to pin 6 (sub ,
	to) with an input pin tied through
100 ohme to ,	 Results are given in table 2.
vi , - , damage was observed on devices 702,
704. ICS, 106, and 108. Device 707 shoved visible
damage to Q2 but none to Q1." Transistor Q1 of device
101 became degraded even though the base of Q1 was not
R ncunded. This phenomenon has been noted on other
de-vices and is due to a rel4tively heavy charge, and
the effective capacitive load caused by the leads
and wires of the test box. Thus, a hard ground is
not necessary In order to produce damaif* to these
devices.
Physical Analysts
Detailed physical analysis on glee subtle failures
with no visible damage shoved that after a partial
silox etch, physical damage similar to that In figure
1 would become apparent (see figure 3). thus, It was
concluded the. the physical mechanism was aluminum
transport which beitins at the silicon/sfllcon dioxide
interface and thermally crag s the silox overcoat in
the most severe cases.
TABLE 2
Devow
7-2
BETA DEGRADATION
Charge
151V
VIA I:SD
Initial Betas
0 1	 02
12	 30
final Beth
01	 (12
11	 2
7-4 1200 V 32	 32 32	 25
7-5 470 V 30	 30 30	 19
7-6 Not 23	 23 23	 16
Measured
I
7- ' •150 V 35	 32 29	 0 3
7-6 X70 V 22	 22 23	 4 3
7 -9 225 V 30	 30 30	 0.68
77 0962 T 4
A rather perplexing problsm was eirperlenced In
hybrid unit* cuntaining complex C140S chips mounted n
sapphire thin Ill• substrates with two metallization
intraconnect layers. In each case the shorts were
leolated to scratched metallization crossovers nn the
sapphire substrates such as shown in figure 4. The
CMS chips were removed true the substrate shown In
figure 4 to facilitate further analysis. After remov-
al, the substrate was given an aluminum etch sufficient
to remove any exposed second metal. Figure S sh-we
the scratched crossover after this etch. Note that
there appear to be cracks in the first silos ls^or
that allowed removal of some 'trot aluminum in addi-
tion to the second metal Pxposed by the scratch. The
unit was then given a second aluminum etch to verify
that the first •luminum was being etched through what
appeared to be cracks in the *flux. Figure 6 shoes
that the etchant did attack first aluminum at the
crack locations.
Figure 4. The bhurted Crossover (100X)
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Figure 5. Shorted Crossover after Aluminum Etch
(Note Cracks in First Silos (1000X))
Wass-
Figure 6. Shorted Crossover after Second Atumt um
Et,h (Note Increased Etching of First Aluminum
through Cracks in First Silos (1000X))
The substrate was then SEM'd. The scratched areas
and cracks are shown In figures 7 and B. 1hr quasi-
equate anomaly shown in figure 8 resembles the charac-
teristic often observed after static discharge.
t~
4
s	 ^s
t
Figure 7. SEM (1000X) of Upper Scratch on
Shorted Crossover
Cry
f
Figure S. s" (41K X, of Anomaly from Uppet
Scratch K. • aembling SIMII, Dasutge
1hn four arermblles under investigation failed one
week alter rhr usa of nylon coveralls, acid shoe Covers
was initiated. This led to A *US pILIon of static :is
tricity.
S[a[Ic Volta&* Measurements
Measur gents were made of static voltage levels In
the as.embl y area under several combinations of four-
wear and outer Karaents. The• following was concluded
fr,,m the measutem.nta taken:
a. The nylon shoe covers build very high (up to
20KV) a
 voltage levels on the person, especially when
worn m er shoes having gum type soles.
b. The coveralls tend to build i.gh static
charges (up to 20KV) • even without the shoe covers.
e. The ground straps are effective In bleeding
off static potentials frim :t person's body.
d. The static build-up was generally low when
conductive shoes were worn (0 to 250 V)a.
e. The conductive rhors were effective In bleed-
ing off the body potential to M grounded floor plate.
f. Nylon overshoes with conductive sh„es was a
bad combination. The static potentials wrre htgh an,1
did not bleed off.
g. The clean room gatments can maintain a danger-
ously high potential even though the wearer'; body is
grounded.
a Thrse measurements do not in any way indicate maximum
levels for the clothing worn, but reflect the relative
voltages otter prescribed activity in the room atmos-
pheric conditions on the day of measurement.
Failure Duplication
Experiments? •+trempts to duplicate the short fall-
ures from scratches and subsequent static discharges
were conducted In parallel with the ph y sical substrate
.,nalysts. The substrate experiment, gave the following
results:
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tionally overstressed with static discharge. Thin
J. r also begins from the same point In the emitter
contact area as on the Savices Intentionally damaged
with static discharge.
Flame 13. o„t l,ut Transistor 2 After Partial
p aasivation rich (600X)
^	 t
J
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Figure 11. ECL Short Caused by Static Discharge
(+500V, 200pF)
^	 ,	 W,r7lw w.at
^	 1
,,	
". +v
t
IA^L^:VX^ b
Figure 12. Enlargearcnt (2.5K X) of Sphere
in Figure 11
TABLE 3
ESD TESTS ON ECL DEVICES
Output Pm Rantance of
Applied Voltap Shorted to V oc Short to Va
• 5000V
*2000V
Pin 6
Pin 2
114 ohms
211 ohms
• 500V Pon 1 300 ohms
77 0862 T-16
mo.'s
aK'_
.•^	 --
figure 1o.
	 SFM Enlararmrnt (I.SK X) at Transistor
in Figure 11 atirr Pa• ► ivlticn and Metal Etch
or
Figure 1',.	 1,LM t K X) .t rnihl^ , - ImlIt ,, t Fiogrt a!
In lower Half of Fiaute 14 after a
Partial Oxide Etch
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Figure 20	 Damaged Oxide Over Emitter Rase
.lunction (800X)
CMOS Failures dui to LSD
Immediately following instillation of a new elee-
tri,a] test station, there were numerous failures of a
large hybrid assembly.
	
Fault isolation indicated that
a very complex CMOS chip was the failed device. Deli-
cate slectrlcai microprobing could usually further iso-
late the problem to a short between two nodes of the
CMOS r Liy. However, the shorted nodes would commonly
have app^ox'mately 50 CMOS gates in parallel. Since
there was no visible defect, the exact gate at fault
was not known. It might have been 2ossible, albeit
impractical, to find the failure site by sequential
chemical etching and microscopic/SEM examination.
This is an excellent example of the value of the
cholesteric liquid crystal method whereby the exact
short site was located prior to etching. Sequential
etching of layers then reveali the physical anomaly
for further study (see figures 21, 22, and 2)). For
comparison, an example purposely damaged by 190V ESD
from 200pF is shown in figures 16, 25, and 26.
F.xierinents were conducted in order to determine
static susceptibility of these CMOS devices under dif-
ferent loading conditions. The hypothesis was that a
device would he most susceptible to static vlzh one or
emit , nodes tied to a good ground- least susceptible with
nothing attached to any nodes; and that the out , epti-
b1lity woultt vary with the amount of stray rapacity
tied to nodes In my other "ungrounded" conditions.
This hypothesis was supported b y empertmental results
as shown in table S.
Figure 1 1. Stwrted CMDS Cate (1K )t)
fit.
4 11
f-
•y
J
Figure 22. Shorted Gate, after Kem.rval of Stlox and
Aluminum, Located by Liquid Crystals (1K X)
Figure 23. SEM View of Defect (1]K X)
(Ni to Hole)
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Figure 24. Shorted Gate after Silox Removal and
Liquid Crystal Detection (700X)
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Figure 25. Shorted Gate after Removal of
Aluminum (800X)
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TABLE 5
LOAD CONFIGURATION EXPERIMENTS
5TATICPOTENTIAI.REOUIRED _
	
tOAD	 URACONFIOTIONONPIN?
to damage device IdlKharge
from 700 pF capacitor appliedI
o Pin 11
-3000 V PirKh, 30getge wife
(hanging In mM•ek)
-500v Porch, 90, 9aupa wits plus 3 fat 209auge
wife (hanging In mid au)
.100 V
	 2 caess P fax ,, 30 gauge win tied to groundt100 V
n600 V 9Inch, 30~ wire in gtourMW chess
41000 V
	
- Pinch, 309ouge wife M ungrounnnl ch"m
770662T35
brid Assomblv Tests
Observations of the test operations lead to a
series of tests under renlistic load conditions likely
to occur at hybrid assembly test stands. The particular
hybrid in question contained two insulated 70-gauyo wires,
about 9 incites long, opoxted to the side of the metal
package. These wires carried the two input signals
from the external input pins to the CMOS chips, The
tests and results are given in table 6.
TABLE 6
IIYBRID ASSEMBLY ESD TESTS
Configuration STRESS
Tart
Result
One Input floating ESD applied to power CMOS with Input
One input connector ground pin del to coax table
to center conductor of failed at 750 V
1 foot RG59 coax cable
(shield grounded)
Power ground applied a) ESD applied to CMOS devke
All other inputs floating metal package destroyed at •700V
floating (no cable, (from 200 pf through 1.KI.
liner or other loadd b) ESD applied from CMOS device
human body destroyed at •11000V.
ISa note below.)
All totwts floating ESO applied to No damage at o KV
floating meal package from 200 pf leapaciwr
voltage limit)
All inputs floating ESO applied to pecksge CMOS failed at r 60 KV
from %20pfVande
Graff generator
Note°, This test Indicated that the human body simulation model used (200 pf
through b K) was fluke good,
774)462•T•38
+p"ya	 aR';	 s r'
'^ war
	
-	 .•'	 1)011WIF34
Figure 26. SEM of Defect (18K X)
Conclusions
a, The hybrid assembly failures investigated W e
caused by Static discharge. This is supported by very
close correlation of actual failures with experimentally
induced failures, both in defect location and appear -
ance. The fact that multiple failures occurred on the
failed hybrids in also characteristic of static damage.
Multiple failures occurred on several of the static
discharge experiments as well.
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Ii. cws chips eat% be particularly suscautiblo 	 P. spacial Conaiderationo
when .ftanombitos are connected into teat fixtur go. Tt%a
priulat y IIArAtd at chase station• In espacitiva coupling 	 (1) Multi-w)tollittation pattern devices most
A dit ►%haigu from the chassis to intornxl wires or other
	
have strict iuspoctiot ► criteria for physical dowago
. o.tductora.	 ..pplied to crossover regions.
Corrective Action Conaiderattiono 	 (7) Ntiore po psiblo, electrical isolation tests
at several I ►undrsd volts ahould be ),artormad oil
Thore rxists alroody a Rood number of articles dis- 
	
Substrates.
tuanlnt3 dotalleti V450 corrective action measurdo. Tbaro-
tot y , than discussion will be limited to highlighting 	 f. GenarAl Vanalderatirnu
tttinu for consldorottoll
(1) Training of poroonnal in ESP AwArenosS.
An st(toctivo ESP prevention program should include
tt,e foll.+wi%%g:	 (2) Elimination, As puaotblo, of notorious
static Renarators such as plastic onvelopea, non-
d• Vor"onool Electrostatic blood -off appAratus	 conductive tnpoa, And othor plastic, nylon and rubbor
Note below)	 paraphorn,%lia.
il l Conductive ground straps (with aeries 	 (9) luginu.+rinl must be static - cnnscions A116
VO41 niAnsd of = I NOR ohm) for personnel at stAt-ions 	 consider rSl) Avoidance nd a drnipn pAtamo for When in-
trgotting little or tits operator movemont. 	 corporating new dea,igns, toata, o ► procoduron, or
modifying existing vino",
0) i;rouuded floor mats And condoctiva shoos
tot U• ntivins requiring considarablo operator movement.	 (4) it ill oxtremeiy impovtAnt to take appro-
priAto static pre.:autiond duilop failure anal ysis, so
i1) (tr000d work surfaces, such no table tops, 	 that new problem" Are not introduced.
0) Croundod tools And handlin g instruments s%tell Comnoot
an wi%Lt cutters, twnetarp, tire,
0) lonixad blowoto at critical stations where
t;;l% ptoblem3 exist from insulating materials such An
clorhinl). ta pes, l%lAstic, etcl or where other parsons%el
of oquiptnaat groundin g methods are impossible or lm-
p%o,tscn.l.
Note	 All grounding apparntma for LSD Avoidance,
vupecially direct pars, kmol grounding equipment
Should be tevlowrd by tho Safety Department for
ronalhlo haral%lu.
t+. Equipment Elvetro"tntie Illooki-ofr Apparatus
%t) %;rounded equipment such An tost find assoet-
Hv thuat+u%, wir y
 bondinit oquipmont, it%eluding capil-
lation. oIvnotng nek g lrs. microacope Ntanda, mievo-
p%obv ntnnda, 11oldeving irons, And Any otho p
 nssattbly
11,1 1%1111A o% tooting apparntua.
i2 % loninva blowors Are rocomnandad at bonding
"tat tons,,
o. %'Iran Room tonsiderationA
to Elimination or nylon ovorshoon,
(2) Regular poriodic chocks and controls of
anti=stab+• trootmont of clean room garmonts. (lanixed
blowetts etav hr neconanry it effective garment treat-
mot%t Van not ba obtainild).
d. 110vid Aaaumbly ConaiderAtion
(1) Comprohonsivo I30 avoidAnce procedures.
1«) Shorting tiara for oxtornnl leads.
ti) Spocisl grounding connactors for auaceptiblu
otttputn at IT beard or other highor ansambly levels.
t-0 lonitod blowers during sonnitiva p ul,-
Aaaombl y hAndlinR.
(5) conducttvo transport cootainara,
(A) Specified wive-banding ardor.
The considorAttvina rocotnrrndad herein are believed
to contain the olonionts of i%dequatr And affective pro-
eautionary proceduren. 1lowovor, that possibility of
human error remains, such As not proper) y attxchil%g
the wrist strap, 'Phis prublcm cat% tie roducild by utilt-
ration of rodundunt monsures such nn grounded floor
m'ta tit co%%.luuetion witl, vrist straps. Each facility
must be tnilnred to the needs with considord`hn for
swat y , %oat, \. told, r,SP Nenuitivity , And othet lactern,
il.li'rrrnet!s►
1. P. Lyons, "protect Yout Mt%S Pay.ica" for lluttar Ror
linbility", Qualit y tlnnagenten^ and rogineerilia
April 101.
Jos KrovRov, Bruce Thrrowtt, "Herd the limttat,iat%n
of Mo ,.; I'll tlircultr y", 1'lectronic DoAign It), pp
81 .88. Nay W. 1974.
1. T.S. Speakman, "A tlodel tot the Failure of b1prlar
Silicon IntegrAtud cireuitn Subiectod to Elvetro-
static Discharge," 12th Annual 1'rncaodi%%}}e, Roil-
Abillt y phynica, pl• 60-(0, April 1974.
4. U.K. Freoman and I.R. llet.11, "t'.+ntrvil of rlertrnn
atatic Di"c)tnrgo DamAge to dauiicunthtrcorN," 12th
Annual Proceedingtl, RaliAhility physics, p)% 904-
912, April 1474.
S. H ill , llimmal, "The Effect of Static ElectriritY on
Thick Film Roaistorn", lnnulation/Circuits, pp
41-44, September 1977.
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Appendix B
Additions to JPL Technical Information Bulletin 37752-489.
1.2.2	 Recent studies and analyses of failed components indicate the following
devices should be added to the list:
(e) Film resistors (thick 6 thin)
(f) Operational Amplifiers
(g) Bipolar Transistors
(h) SAW
2.1.8	 An antistatic laboratory coat which uses a metal-fiber impregnated cloth
(manufactured by Simco company) has been proven effective.
Figure 3.
	
Avoid the connection shown to the metal frame, since it could result in a
hard ground.
2.1.16	 The edsyn "Silverstat" solder-sucker is static free and can be safely
used at work stations.
2.1.28	 Use a topical anti-stat such as Analytical Chemical Laboratories, stati-
aide, or Richmond Resque.
2.1.29 All work stations should be pr=ovided with an electrostatic meter, and an
ohms-per-square measurement must be made periodically. See figure 5 of
the manual.
2.2.2(c) Because protective networks do not always provide adequate protection
from electrostatic discharge, and could give a false sense of security,
the items listed under paragraph 4.1 of the manual should be observed.
2.2.3(c) Leather-soled shoes or conductive shoe bags should be worn. Straps
should be worn over composition or rubber soled shoes. In any case shoe
soles should be treated with Topical Antistat.
2.4.8	 Insulate all fixtures, test equipment, and associated apparatus from the
ESD conductive cover, see figure 3 of the manual.
3.1.2 Metal sheets should not be used for a work surface because they do not
provide a soft or slow drainage of static charges (-.06 second). Also,
the work surface cover should not be grounded to the bench frame (see
figure 2 of DOD-HDBK-263). It is not necessary nor desirable to fasten
the conductive mat to the work bench, because most mats have a non-skid
backing. The attaching screws could interfere with the conductive path
through the mat scrim.
3.3 Change to 3M type 2100, or; equal, protective bag. Though there is some
controversy among manufacturers, the type 2100 is generally considered
to be a superior design compared to the "poly" type.
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APPENDIX C
ELECTROSTATIC DAMAGE TO CMOS ANALOG SWITCH
The following photos show the physical damage suffered by two CMOS Analog Switches
Type 7511 DUN, This particular switch is used In the STDN Voice Communications System (VCS)
Solid State Matrix Card #1386408 as U14 through U22,
These particular cards were shipped to a station without ESD protection and were damaged in
handling, The protective measures outlined in Paragraph 4,0 LSD Prevention were Implemented
following the discovery of the RSD damage, No reports of a similar failure have been received since
the outlined procedures were followed,
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Gate
Metallization
Defect
Site
Figure ba. SN 1	 800X
Gate Metallization	 Defect : ite
Figure r , b. Views of the gate overstress before and after removal of the
gate metallization in SN3. 50OX
Figure 6 I'ltotonri: rorraphs ol* the ft.rte electrical overstress sites in two Micro ► Power
SN'stems microcircuits.
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APPENDIX D
ASBESTOS 2
RABBIT FUR 3
CLASS 2,3,4
MICA 3
HUMAN HAIR 2
NYLON 2,4
Wool, 2,3 ,4
FUR 2,3,4
LEAD 2
SILK 2,3
ALUMINUM 2,4
PIPER 2,4
COTTON 1,2,3,4
STEEL 2,4
WOOD 9,4
AMBER 3
SEALINq WAX 2
HARD RUBBER 2
NICKEL COPPER 2,3,4
BRASS SILVER 2,3,4
COLD PLATINUM 3
SULFUR 3
4CETATE RAYON 2,4
POLYESTER 4
CELLULOID 3
ORLON 2
SARAN 2
POLYURETHANE 1,4
POLYETHYLENE 2
POLYPROPYLENE 1,4
PVC (vinyl) 4
KEL-F (CTP-) 4
SILICON 2
TEFLON 2,4
ELECTROSTATIC OR TRIBOELECTRIC SERIES REFERENCES
STATIC; CONTROL USING TOPICAL ANTISTATS
Stephen A. Halperin
Analytical Chemical Laboratories
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
SUMMARY
Triboalectric static charges can be prevented
by using properly selected topical antistats.
Utilizingthe concept of Environmental Static Con-
trul (ESC), the burden of a company $ o overall
static control program can be shifted from the
line employee to a management team made up of
operations and maintenance personnel. If proper
instrumentation is employed, constant performance
feedback and detailed anslysis arcs available. As
a result, the optimal return in static prevention,
at the lowest possible cost con be achieved.
another material, it has thc, ability to produce
a static charge.
TABLE I
Triboalectric Series 	 References
AIR	 1
HUMAN HANDS	 1
INTRODUCTION
For years industry has focused its efforts
in dealing with static as the cause of its pro-
blems rather than treating it as the symptom of
a more serious, underlying problem, We have
created ionization and now packaging materials,
discovered grounding, and employed these tech-
niques as means to suppress t*hd effects of static
in our environment. These efforts have been poni-
tive and wor6while; however, static remains a
problem. It is time to deal directly with the
causes of static rather than its effects, The
question becomes, "if static is a natural pheno-
menon, how do we deal with the causes? We cannot
change nature any more than we can change the
weather." This paper presents a practical rather
than theoretical approach to this problem, util-
izing topical antistato as the controlling media.
We will introduce a concept of Environmental
Static Control (ESC) and present the role of
topical antistata in this approach. The various
factors of problem cause, functions of topical
antistata, selection and application factors
will be explored as they relate to industry in
general, and to electronic environments specifi-
ca11y,
THEORY
Other than chemically and electrically in-
duced charges, common static as we know it is
created when materials separate; one material
strips electrons from the other, leaving it
positively charged. The hose material then be-
comes negatively charged. Rubbing is multiple
separations, The result is known no a tribo- 	 1.
electric charge, a charge caused by friction or
separation,
2,
The Triboelectric Series (Table I) shows the
charge relationships of many materials, Note that
COTTON is identified as a reference material 	 3.
being at mid-point of Table I. It tends to absorb
moisture, thereby rendering it somewhat conduc-
tive. However, when COTTON is rubbed against
Taylor, Robert, "Physics of Electrostatic
Charge Generation in Industrial Processes",
Litton Systems, Inc.
Keers, J.J. and Kunz, R.J., "Nuclear Static
Eliminators, Their Development and Uses".
Nuclear Products 3 M,M Company.
Sarbacher, R.I. Seb, E,ccyclopedia Dictionary
of Electronics and Nuclear Engineeri R,
EnglewoodC  f£s, New Jersey; Prentice-Hail,
Inc., 1959) p. 449
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4. "Triboolectric Series" MIL-IIDBK-XXX(NAVY).
Project RELI-No. 12. l q November 1978. Table i
p. 7.
Materials listed above COTTON tend to assumo
a positive charge by giving off electrons in a
friction/separation situation: while those listed
below COTTON become negatively charged by acquir-
ing olectrons. When any two materials experience
separation or rubbing, the material listed high-
eat on the table will become positively charged,
and the lower listed material will accept the
negative charge. (See Table I)
For the sake of simplicity, lot us define the
cause  of common static as the FLOW OF MATERIALS
ANO PEOPLE WITHIN AN ENVIRONMENT. Materials in-
cludo all components, packaging and other raw
x'40" ials which make up our finished goods, People
carry and generate charges, and it all takes place
within a defined environm,K;ht made up of facili-
ties and equipment. The environment is not Limited
to a plant, but can be defined as a package, or
many plants as in a transport situation.
Static, as it manifests itself in our environ-
ment, is actually a symptom. If we can impose con-
trol on the elements which create static no Rn
end renulr, we can control the generation of a
myriad of problems caused by static.
Topical (surface coating) antistats have
proven their effectiveness in imposing control in
static generation no it relates to triboolectric
charges. When properly selected and applied to
environmental factors, materiala and personnel
clothing, a measurable degree of static preven-
tion and control can be accomplished.
WHATARE TOPICAL ANTISTATS?
Topical antistats have been known b lo industry
as sprays. We look at them with jaundiced eyes -
we do not understand their fua,:tions, potential
contamination, or how lung they last in a given
application. The fact is, much like the Electron-
ics Industry, topical# have evolved and grovn
to very sophisticated levels of function and
performance so that we can no longer ignore their
presence or potential.
Topical antistats are generally liquids
which when applied to a surface or material ren-
ders it static controlled. They usually consist
of two basic components:
1. CARRIER - The vehicle that transports the
antistatic mechanism. It Acts as a
solvent and can be water, Alcohol or
other solvent.
2, ANTISTATIC MECHANISM (OR ANTISTAT) - The
primary material which when deposited on
a guas:rate performs some static control
or :harge prevention function.
It is the carrier which allows us control of
the amount and application of the antistat. The
antistatic mechanism determines the method of
static control, longevity characteristics and
net performance of the material. Major types of
organic antistatic agents include quaternary
ammonium compounds, amino# and their derivatives,
phosphatic esters, fatty acid polyglycohol esters
and even polyhydric alcohol derivatives such as
glycerine and #orbital,
Overall, topicals are designed to MINIMIZE
CHARGING AND DISSIPATE A CENPRATED CHARCE BEFORE
IT BECOMES A DESTRUCTIVE OR OBJECTIONABLE FACTOR.
They function in three ways in order to provide
maximum performance.
First, TOPICAL ANTISTATS REDUCE MATERIAL
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION by increasing surface
lubricity, This tends to reduce the maximum
potential charge that can be generated in a
frictional or triboolectric situation, This is
the first stop in dealing with the cause of the
charge. Even though we limit the maximum poten-
tial, static can and will continue to be induced
in the material, where the limited charge will
go and how quickly brings us to the second
topical antistatic function.
TOPICAL ANTISTATS INCREASE SURFACE CONDUC-
VTVITY on virtually any material. Normally, most
man-made materials tend to be non-conductive a, ;2
therefore do not easily pass, or dissipate a
charge. For example, a pol or with a normal
surface resistivity of 10 1rto 10 18 ohms/sq, can
be modified with n topical antistat to n resis-
tivity of 10 6 to 10 11 ohms/sq.. in fact a
quality topical will provide controllable
conductivity ; one may aolect the degree of cun-
duc4ivity Desired by increasing or decreasing
the amount of carrier. Once the material is
surface conductive and can dissipate A charge,
wherethat charge is conducted is another matter,
which brings us to the third function.
TOPICAL ANTISTATS INTERACT WITH ENVIRON-
MENTAL FACTORS to dissipate generated charges.
Though grounding is a normal procedure with
conductive materials, it is not always required
when the material is treated with a topical
antistat. Because of this third function, ground-
ing is optional depending on the application.
Some topicals absorb moisture from the ambient
air and form a conductive vapor layer on the
material's surface. This layer not only allows
a material to pasty a charge to ground, but also
cnn more readily conduct a charge to ambient air
with adequate relative humidity. As some of you
have already discovered for yourselves, some
antistats are subject to poor performance as the
relative humidity falls below 35 to 40 percent.
Modern topical antistats are not so humidity
dependent s their forebears and fun "ion in a
mt-re reliable manner,
Today's topical antistat has, th,% ability to
help prevent a significant charge from being
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generated during the friction or separation pro-
coos. Two sct►ools of thought have emerged regard-
ing this phenomenon. The first, to the inr,reased
conductivity of the topical antistAt allows the
two matorinis ,.o more readily exchange an appro-
peinto amount of electrons during the generation
process. In thin manner, tits materials maintain
ov acquire is ouffi.ciont electron valance so that
Clio tribnalactric affect is minimized, and the
resulting charge Is either non-exintent or very
small. If a chnrgo exists after this initial
oxehnngo, the topical nntistat conduct# it across
Clio material'# aurfnce to time various edge# and
points for, dissipation to tine nnsbiant Air.
The second school of thought doscriboo the
Aoderu topical anti#tat mm having the ability to
introduce nn abundance of oaoitivo And negative
Ions oerono the material's, surface in a balanced
mnnnor. Therofore, whon a triboolactric charge is
being goneratod lit n given point oil 	 surface,
the ion Inventory is more than adequate to
noutroliza a great portion of the charge; slid
Gall also dianipate a charge to the ambient air
through a Corm of Ion exchange. In this lmttar
offset the topical antiotat theoretically Inter-
acts with ambient free ions which are in the form
of non spnrticulAte endiation, thermal neutrons
and the like to nautralize the material's
charge.
Rognrdloon of the theory one chaosea to
1doratify with, the efficient topical on^istat
poe'atma wiry well in provent. ing static chaegan.
Ill additio; ► , the modern AntiatAt hen the ability
to perfotyu with surprising of fact ivonons at and
below, 15 percent relative humidity.
rM HONNENTAL STATIC CONTROL (E80); THE BASICS
As wo have definod, common static comes from
the FLOW OP MATERIALS AND PEOPLE w1THIN AN
ENVIRONMENT. People carry and generate charges
within a defined onvironn ►ont mnda up of facili-
ti.on and equipment. Tbough the environment to not
l united to n plu•ot, for our purposon let use
utilir,o ri ► tt production facility no the environ-
mental model.
The wade i►nvivoumont consists of floors,
walls, ceilings, fixtures and certism largo pieco#
of equ:i.pmont..All of which contribute to time
gonoration of criboeleetri.c flow across then. All
of those anvi.ronmontal, Aurfoean can be treated
affoatively with topical ;.uttintatm to ni.inimiwo
mimic ganurntion, Except in those cnman where
cleanliness rand total control in absolutely re-
quirod, moat fncili.tios insplrment their first
ESC stop by treating floors.
Facilitiao with sonlod wooden or cement
floor°#, or csrpoting and non-conductive Wiled
floors have an especially difficult time with
static chmrgon. Those materials are non-conductive
by onturi and will help develop and hold harmful
tviboolectric chargan very easily, Thowgil most
t►noplo would not fool tl ►e result of those chargeo,
sensitive components and assemblies are plagued
in these aroma, Rogardloas of the type of floor,
proper treatment can eliminates tho#o charges and
the resulting effects, Application is fast, easy,
very inexpensive and relatively long-lasting,
in every case,
)lard floors without carpet, may bee treated
during the normal maintannncc operation of
wasl ► ing, simply add n cup of quality antiotat
concentrate to tl ► e bucket of wall ►
 water. With
Chia one act, charges normally gonerntod when
people, materials and equipment pass across tl ►a
floor can be preventod. Carpoto can be sprayad
with a hi gh friction resistant aneistat formula
and provide the mama results, One treatment
can last for months depending oil 	 condi-
tions, All treated areas should be monitored
with appropriate static instruments to datormine
optimal treatment frequency,
Before a company invests largo sumo of
money-for modifying common floors with #pucial
tiler, pads and other devices, they should clean
and treat their floors with a topical antistat, A
controlled toot #hould be made of the antintat's
performance against plant requirements. In most
applications, modifications will no longer be
necessary. Previously modified floors must be
Properly maintained to provide optimal perfor-
mance and the use of a topical antistat will
maximize rusultn.
Basically, the first; stop in Environmental.
Static Control (ESC) Im to treat tite key factors
In the onv,rommnnt, and those Are;
FLOORS
FLOOR MOUNTED FIXTURES 6 MAJOR
EQUIPMENT
ESC options are for those who must maintain
nsnximum dust/particulato control, Thaso options
Include:
WALLS 6 CEILINGS
LIGHT FIXTURES b HANGING EQUIPMENT
VENTILATION SCREENS
Practical toot applications have provao
topical antistnts to be very helpful in control-
ling dust and particulate Attraction to anviron-
mental surfaces. In the case of fluorescent
lighting fixtures, an Antintnt was applied to the
tubes and the fixtures. Except for natural
gravity fallout, no dirt limit attracted, resulting
in brighter light with lower maintenance coats,
Office environmental toots on all paneling over
a five year period indicates that no static dirt
attraction occurod on treated panoln,
A most difficult came involved unpainted
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cinder block walls in a Johnson and Johnson Baby
Products Company fiber grinding operation. Air-
borne fibers first became physically attached to
the cinder blocks' extremely rough surface.
Secondly, static charges on entrapped fibers
attracted other airborne firers and subsequently
formed fiber strands as long as ten inches. The
net effect was a mesa like wall coating which
floated and moved with the air current in the
room, giving the appearance of an eerie under-
water scene.
After cleaning the thirty foot high walls,
alternating treated and untreated sections
were designated. The treated sections were coated
%lith Regular STATICIDETM antistat using a common
paint roller. After several weeks, a typical
accumulation of fibers developed on the untreated
wall sections. Panels coated with the topical
antistat showed evidence of individual fibers
being physically attached to the rough cinder
surface. However, there was no static attraction
of additional fibers. As a result, the treated
sections looked clean and remained free of
stringers and fiber accumulation. Subsequent
maintenance cleanup cost savings exceeded treat-
ment costs by a ratio of 30 to 1.
The application of topical antistats to the
optional environmental surfaces allows Ole
facilities air filtration system to perform its
job more efficiently. No longer attracted to
surfaces, the particulate remains airborne and
is part of the air flow. It is then filtered out
of the environment by the air processing equip-
ment. Gravity fallout of particulate is dealt
with using normal maintenance techniques.
PEOPLE
When surveying personnel skin charges, one
finds that the bulk of their charge is created
when crossing the floor as they move to, from,,
and at their work stations. Though a proper floor
treatment will eliminate the triboelectric
charge generated between a person and the floor,
employees' clothing creates its own charge. It is
difficult at best to control what an employee
wears as under and outer garments; most of you
have faced this delicate challenge at one time or
another with varied results. A quick self-appli-
cation of a non-toxic, nonstaining, nonhazard-
ous topical spray can eliminate this problem. An
interesting fact about self- treatment is that
all garment static cling is eliminated. As a
result, blouses and slacks look ..:nd feel better,
slips and skirts do not cling. Subsequently, most
employees use the antistat willingly. In addition,
the same antistat is normally used for work
station cleanup.
For opt?mal results, each work station
should he equipped with a refillable applicator
of approved antistar for personnel use.
MATERIALS
Virtually any material can be rendered safe
for use in a static sensitive environment with
topical antistats; theca include tapes, labels,
films, foams, trays, carts, paper, te:atiles,
plastics, containers used for packaging and
handling, cabinetry, masks, shrink wrap, lenses,
structural components, certain boards, rails,
harnesses and cable runs, CRTS, and touls. Once
treated with a quality long-lasting antistat,
these materials become all 	 part of your
static prevention program.
A series of wool rub tests and electro-
static decay tests indicate that topical
antistatic coatings will control static charging
on most materials. Tahle II summarizes specific
antistatic performance of individual materials
commonly found throughout industry before and
after antistatic treatment.
All materials were acquired from distribu-
tors, or directly from manufacturers where
distributors were not available. Samples were
Allowed to condition in ambient at approximately
32% relative humidity and 72 0F for a minimum of
24 hours prior to testing.
Initially, each sample was either tested
with laboratory instruments or subjected to a
wool rub test prior to treatment to establish
control reference data. Where a material had
very poor electrostatic decay properties, as in
the plastic samples, only a wool rub test could
be used to determine control data.
After initial testing, each sample was
treated with a General Purpose STATICIDETM anti-
stat formula or high friction formula (where
indicated by an asterisk), allowed to ery, and
retested. Electro-Tech Systems, Inc. Static
Decay unit Model 4068 was used for all decay
time measurements.
Each sample was installed between electrodes
enclosed in a Faraday cage. An initial charge
of 5000 volts was applied across the sample
and the test material allowed to charge to a full
5000 volts. The sample was grounded, power re-
moved and the time to discharge was measured
in hundredths of a second,
Several static decay measurements of each
sample were made to determine the times requir-
ed to discharge the sample from 5000 volts to:
1. 2500 volts (50%)
2. 500 volts (10%)
3. zero volts (0)
All samples except the carpet were treated
using a DeVilbiss TGA spray gun, equipped with
the DeVilbiss 11444 nozzle. Air pressure was
regulated to 35 lb., and the material flow valve
was set at one quarter turn open. Carpet samples
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TABLE It
STATIC D aX TIME IK ONCONDS FROM 5000 VOLT M ARGE
BEFORE ANTISTATIC APPLICATION AFTER ANTISTATIC APPLICATION
WOOL	 SECONDS	 decay decay decay	 decay decay decay
MATRRIALS
	
RUB	 D_ ECAX
	
to 50% tp loft to 0	 to 50% to loft to 0
01koup.l
Acatal 1000
Acetato Film 1600
Acrylic 3000
Industrial	 (Rigid) PVC 4200
Closed Cell Pkq. roam 3600
Mylar 1800
Nonwoven Pulp/Rayon 10,000
Oilon PV80 1200
Phenolic 300
Polyaroide (Nylon) 3750
Polyearbonate Coated 4250
Polycarbonate Uncoated 2250
Polyethylene 6500
Polyethylene rilm 3200
Polyurethane room 1100
Polystyrene (high Imp.) 4400
Expanded Polystyrene 6500
Polyvinyl Chlorido 200
Styrofosm, Molded 1100
GROUP IL
a. 709 Acrylic 30% Nylon N/A
Jute Backed, Mothproofed
b. 100?t Acrilon Acrylic, N/A
Jute Backed
OROUp Ill
Card Stock
	 (Bristol) N/A
Corrugated N/A
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0,09 0.45 1.05
100 NOT APPLICABLX 0.04 0.12 0,25
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.05 0.19
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.05 0.10
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.03 0.10 0.40
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.04 0.06
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0,02 0.04 0.06
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.05 0.21 0.55
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.03 0.13 0.81
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02* 0.05 • 0.07*
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.05 0.09
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.04 0.07
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.04 0.14 0.81
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.04 0.09
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.04 0.09
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.03 0.06
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.03 0.06
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.03* 0.12* 0.33*
100 NOT APPLICABLE 0.02 0.03 0.05
N/A 0.81	 18.30	 180.04 0.11* 0.56* 1.39*
N/A 0.20	 1.81	 106,90 0.07* 0,41* 0.84*
N/A 0.65	 3.21	 8.61 0.05 0.21 0.61
N/A 0.21	 1.17	 2.61 0.04 0.20 0.61
* Treated with Regular high rriction Antiotat
were tran%d with the high friction Regular
	
usage rxampl*e
STATIGIDE , using n standard quart container Cinder block Nape
equipped with a manual trigger sprayer.
carpeting
Convel•or BeltsIn all cases, the topical antistat increased
	
Textiles
n sample's ability to completely dissipate an
	
Work stations
Common Plastic Materialsindu ced static charge in a minimum amount Of	 Handling Containers
time. The average decay times for various treat-
ed materials are an follows;
Average Decay Time
in seconds
to50% to 10% too
	
rquipment
Group I
	 Synthetic Sheets
	 0.03 0,09 0.27
	
2th*r Elm £o_exing.
& Film
	
room., Nonwoven•
Film*
Group II Cnrpets
	 0.09 0.62 0,27
	
Nall*
Croup Ill Paper Products
	 0.05 0.21 0.61
	
Moat Mac.r Now
General i Packaging
Figure I illustrates the various types
of water based antistatic formula applications,
	
rood Packaging
Though brands of antistats vary, this scale
	 MedicaloDevicese
provides an insight as La o the relative strength
	
1n.trument Lone*$
and intended use of topieais,
special Heavy Duty
L Custom Applications
High Friction Formulae
(11*gular)
Custom Formulated For
Specific Materials S.
Applications
General Purpose Range
Porwulne
rood Grad*, Precision, or
Other Sensitive Applications
Antletat Potency
0 - Carrier Only
riauar 1
Formula Application Guide
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CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING TOPICAL ANTISTATS
The ESC ;oncept is based on proper treatment
of people, materials and environment, In order to
create' the most effective prevention program
using topical antistats, you will need to be able
to evaluate the proper antistat for your particu-
lar application.
The development: and evolution of today's
topical antistat has made selection rather simple
but a tremendous amount of work has been invested
into R & D in every industry and it would be
advantageous to build criteria for topical anti-
stat selection to suit particular applications.
The following are the major considerations
which should be reviewed when selecting a topical.
antistat.
1. PERFORMANCE COMPATABILITY WITH SUBSTRATE
(MATERIAL)
Certain materials are extremely difficult
to control. Vinyl and Mylar are excellent illus-
trations. The antistat that is not compatible
will not bind itself to these materials resulting
in little or no protection. The key to compati-
bility is testing, Usually environmental chamber
tests will accelerate any negative affect a
topical will have on the substrate, Also control-
led friction tests will indicate binding capabil-
ity of a topical to a substrate,
2. CONTAMINATION FACTORS
Materials which introduce large amounts of
conductive salts or silicone can provide signi-
ficant problems, Salt contamipation with
temperature and relative humidity can cause
electrolysis and degradation of metals, Silicone
can inhibit solderability which in turn creates
additional production and quality control problems,
Heavy or greasy residues can also provide nega-
tive affects.
3. LONGEVITY & WEAR CHARACTERISTICS
The materials ultimate usage goals determine
the proper topical for a given application.
Packaging materials such as covaluted foam,
corrugated paper, closed cell packaging foams,
foam "peanuts", chips, etc., are designed as
disposables and should be treated as such, In
these cases short term useful life indicates that
a diluted antistat which is rather inexpensive is
appropriate. Usually the topical coating will
outlast the useful life of the disposable
material, even in abusive applications,
In situations where the substrate's life is
several years, the use of that material determines
the life of tle topical antistat. Friction is the
key. For e. lmple, a lens which is subjected only
to air f^:'t.cn and treated on the inside surface
will remair. antistatic for years. We have seen
treated , comotive speedometer lenses remain
virtually static free (on the inside surface) for
over twenty years.
On the other hand, a high friction surface
such as that of a conveyor or carpet may require
treatments with a high friction topical antistat
once every 3 - 12 months, Carpet treatment longev-
tiy depends on traffic intensity, material, dens-
ity and the amount and formulation of antistat
used,
In cabinetry, topicals can last from months
to years depending on application and end use,
Computer cabinets and peripheral equipment are
usually cleaned and dusted (inside and out) on a
routine baoia. A topical can be used for this
application for both cleaning and long term
antistatic protection, On components which are
not exposed to significant friction or handling,
longevity of protection is usually measured in
years.
Trays, racks, rails, and other production
aids are usually , treated on a periodic basis,
for example, once every k - 6 months depending on
handling and activity. Work stations are cleaned
daily for the sake of organization and cleanli-
ness; however, one application will normally last
several weeks, A spray and wipe is all that is
needed.
Conversely, a quality topical should be
removable if desired, Water alone should not
remove it, Soapy water, and scrubbing, or firm
wiping with a solvent like alcohol should romove
the coating.
k. DECAY PERFORMANCE & CONTROLLABILITY
Quality topical antistats can easily comply
with any current electrostatic decay specification
on any material. The beauty of the topical is
that one can select the decay performance re-
quired. By concentrating or diluting the topical
solution prior to application, one can control
the amount and dispersion of the antistatic
mechanism across the materials surface. As a
result not only can one select the rate of decay
beat suited to his needs, but can also select
surface conductivity within the range of the
,combination of material & topical coating
characteristics,
5. EASE OF APPLICATION
A topical should be compatible with process
constraints. It must be flexible so that appli-
cation can be by wipe, dip, spray, roller coat,
flexographic or other coating operation. If your
facility spray paints, spraying antistatic coat-
ings would be very compatible with your process.
If wiping a part, lens or cabinet is a normal
function, wipe on your antistat. Using a wire
mesh basket and dipping many small components in-
to a tub of antistat may be the answer to a
particular problem.
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In high speed gravure or floxographic appli-
cations, the topical antintat must be designed or
diluted for these processes. Solids content (Anti-
static mechanism) and dolvant (Carrier) should be
carefully reviewed for the best results, Along
with roller coating and spraying, these methods of
application ore the most efficient and least
oxpen$ive for high volume situations.
6, COST EFFECTIVENESS
To calculate and compare topical antistatic
costs a few olemonts must be considered. They are:
1. COVERAGE (USUALLY IN SQUARE. FEET/GALLON
8. POTFNTTAI. MICROBIAL ATTACK 6 DEGRADATION
one can circumvent a lot of headaches by select-
ing a material that lion either been previously
used in those applicationa, or perform a basic
strip test to determine the suitability of the
antintat.
A strip test is done by applying the anti-
stet as the manufacturer directs, porfk^rnting the
bonding operation over the antintat, titan Apply-
ins a tacky tape to the laminate or ink. Pull
the tape off; if the laminate or ink is easily
removad with the tape, the anti.atat should he
replaced or inadified. If all stays in place,
you have A winner,
2. LENGTH OF TIME OF PROTECTION
1. COST PER READY TO USE GALLON
For example, nn, nntistat which costs $3.00
per gallon, covers 1500 ft 2 and lasts about 10
weeks is vivre expensive than one which costs
$5.00, eoveru 6000 rt 2
 and lasts 40 weeks in n
given application.
Consider this formula as a guide for cost
evaluation:
COST/GAL%0N	 X PERFORMANCE DURATION »
00VBRAGI 0Y7T GALL(ltV	 1 TSAR WKS, EtOS
COST OF EFFECT IVENESS/FT2/YEAR
if used for our exnmple
Item A
$:1.00/0AI X 10 14K	 $.O1/FT2/GAL_ _
1500 FT /Ctl , 5'e wK y
Item 11
$5.00/0A1, 4 AO 14K	 $,00046/F7'2/YR
k#000 TFZ i&I. 52 WK YR-
You can readily nee in this situation that
Item 11 costs only 4.6t of what Item A would cost
in the sanun application, a difference of more
than 21 times. 101011 the cost of labor, potential
down time and dnmage is tnkon into condiderntion,
the difference is more drmmnti:c.
7. PRINTABILITY, LAMINATION 6 SCREENARILtTY
In an atpplication where a material must be
stat'i+: protected, and is also expected to be
printed upon, painted, silk screened, or enter it
lamination process, selection of an appropriate
nnr,istnt in critical. in this situation, almost
tiny untistat ran meet the longevity requirements
because the time between production functions is
relatively short. However, sonic nntistats will
not permit proper bonding of inke, paint or othur
laminated eoatt;nga. There Are a few that meet
bonding requirements and have been in use For
several years. if bonding :a a requirement,
Topical$ are compatible with most material,
However, certain antistats can cause crazing or
fogging on acrylics, Discoloration can also be
induced by using a material which allows bacteria
to broad on the substrata. It is microbial attack
promoted by some ailtintats and the environment,
which causes crazing, eome forms of discoloration
and degradation. A quality antintat can a$ayst
you in eliminating this type of problem if at in
designed to prevent bacteria growth,
Antiatnts which control bacteria growth ore
called bacteriostatic, and must be registered
with the Environmental Protection Agency in
order to legally make the bactoriontatic claim.
Somewhere inthe literature or on the product
label should be 4n EPA registration number
Indicating that the product ham been fully
tested and complies with EPA'S requivennenta
for bacteriostatic neAterinl, For environmental
static control a ►pplientions, this feature can be
all
	 benefit to your organization's health
and safety program,
9. CONDUCTIVITY IN CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
Highly conductive materiels whicta come in
contact with critical componouts are often
detrimental to the operation of certain newer-
blica, A circuit which requires n board
impedance of 10 8 ohms por square in order to
function properly without significant leakage,
enunot b e made too conductive without destroying
its function. A topical antintat which functions
well without lowering surfaco conductivity
below required limits should be sought in thin
situation.
Most quality topical antistats call ad-
juated by dilution with no appropriate solvent,
By increasing the dilution we can reduce the
amount of antintat applied to it 	 The
nntistat call maintain surface rosistivity of the
material above minimum limits and At the same
time perform its antistatic function in reln-
tively low or high humidity.
Proper dilttion and application techniques
to achieve conductivity control can he determined
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quite dasily in the teat lab. Using a sample of
the production material in question, coat the
sample with the antistat per instructions, test
for conductivity then test for electrostatic
decay. Modify the antistat dilution and repeat
the tests as necessary. An investigation in this
area can be enlightening, and it is a good proce-
dure for determining the optimal dilution for
a particular application.
10, LUBRICITY REQUIREMENTS
As we have said, lubricity does help to
reduce the magnitude of triboelectric static
charges. Today, the question of lubricity is not
so great a factor in the electronics industry as
it is in the textile or non-woven fabric areas.
However, it does concern us in the handling and
conveying of materials. Testing for lubricity is
.)riented to measuring and comparing the coeffi-
^ient of friction of a treated material to that
of an untreated material, However, the most
important lubricity caution is whether the mater-
ial is oily or greasy to the point that it isn't
practical to use, If dilution or application
techniques cannot control residue, the supplier
should be contacted for instructions or another
formulation recommendation.
11, SAFETY TO PERSONNEL & ENVIRON14ENT
As we have become more sensitive to control-
ling contamination in our environment, so too.
have we become more concerned with the safety
and well being of our employees, For these
reasons many antistat manufacturers have gone to
great lengths to make non-hazardous materials.
Those manufacturers who have been successful in
their efforts can provide antistats which are;
non-flammable; non-toxic by inhalation, ingestion
or skin contact; non sensitizing; and biode-
gradable. Most suppliers can provide toxicity
and material safety data sheets to verify product
safety.
APPLICATION & COVERAGE OF TOPICAL ANTISTATS
After selecting the best antistat for your
needs, how is it applied to material? Basically,
apply your antistat in the best way that works
for you in your facility. An acceptable antistat
may be readily applied in any number of ways
including:
A. WIPING
B. SPRAYING
C. DIP PROCESSING
D. ROLLER OR GRAVURE COATING
E. P.'INTING USING A FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS
The appl r ation best suited to your process
and material is the most desirable, Volume is
also a major -)nsideration when selecting appli-
cation technique,
A component which normally would not be
dipped can be sprayed with a highly atomized mist.
In this manner the solvent is dispersed to atmo-
sphere while the antistatic molecules are direc-
ted to the substrate l s surface. In fact, if pro-
perly applied, the material or component never
becomes obviously damp, If you held one hand
14 - 18 inches from the spray nozzle you should
feel nothing but air. Yet, this technique will
eliminate an existing charge and prevent charge
accumulation f6r months or years, depznding on
the material's use.
Method of application determines effective
utilization and coverage of topical antistat
(refer to figure 2)r A heavy spr4y 2used for
carpeting would yield 1500-3000 ft of coverage
per gallon. A wipe application would provide
5000-11,000 ft 2, whereas a fin2 spray would
yield 11,000 to over 50,000 ft per gallon. Life
and coverage depends on the material used, the
application technique and the end use of the
treated material or component.
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MEETING SPECIFICATIONS
The two most frequently requested speci-
fications that topical coating manufacturers are
asked to meet are the National Fire Protection
Agency (NFPA) Code 56A and MIL-817058.
NFPA requires a material to have the speci-
fic electrostatic material decay characteristics
which require a 5000 volt charge to dissipate
to 500 volts within 0.05 seconds when grounded.
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This particular specification is designed for
materials intended for use in hospital operating
theaters and in areas where combustible gases or
other hazardous materials may be present.
MIL-81705B which currently allows 2,0
seconds for a 5000 volt charge to dissipate to
zero, refers most specifically to barrier
materials used in packaging static sensitive elec-
tronic components. However, at present, electro-
static criteria outlined in this specification
are often used for non-barrier packaging mater-
ials as a guidelinc for electrostatic performance,
For example, certain cushioning materials, trays,
foam containers which contain sensitive components,
must have excellent static protection character-
i,sties. Once this is accomplished with topical
antiotats, the whole package is protected by a
barrier material from moisture, dirt and extran-
sous static charges.
Regardless of specification performance
goals, quality topical antiotats can provide ex-
ceptional electrostatic decay times on virtually
any material that can be coated. Military
specification electrostatic decay performance at
15% relative humidity with total dissipation in
less than a few hundredths of a second is not
unusual, Even difficult materials like rubber,
concrete, polycarbonates (Laxon), Mylar, Vinyl,
ceramics, glass, any polymer (plastic) can be
rendered static-controlled quite easily.
THE FINAL STEP:_ APPROPRIATE INSTRUMENTS
A good procedure or system provides useful,
feedback as to its effectiveness, ESC is no
exception, Initial users employed hand hold
survey meters to evaluate their environment, and
sent materials to outside laboratories for
precioe electrostatic decay evaluation. This has
been and will continue to be nn effective means
to evaluate problems. For this reason, several
good instruments are now available for constant
environmental survey, measurement, and mnterinls
b component analysis.
For continuous evaluation of the overall
environment, systems employing stratigically
located sensing heads feeding a master base
unit monitor all area static on a second to
second basis. When a level exceeds the preset
point due to a "hot" material, process or person,
an atarm is sounded automatically, Some up.its
have a secondary alarm if no action is taken and
levels continue to increase. A strip chart
records the actual static level for each
sensing channel, Several base units can be used
independently, each covering several areas,
or all connected to a mini computer system for
constant overall evaluation, If properly net
up, the actual route of an unacceptable
material can be traced and monitored throughout
a facility.
In the past, most laboratories created their
own electrostatic decay measurement systems
utilizing several different components. Usually
each system varied from the others depending on
component selection and how they were used. Rnrely
could the tent results of one system be dupli-
cated on the same or another system with a
different operator. Now a complete unit designed
specifically for material HSD analysis is
available in compact form and provides remarkable
consistency. This unique system can show
static decay time to 0,03 seconds, t 1% accuracy
regardless of the operator, Consistency from
unit to unit has been proven in multicompany
projects where accuracy and consistency was a
requirement.
An interesting new development in material
static prevention is an electrostatic Overstress
Simulator for the evaluation of the electrostatic
discharge characteristics of semiconductors. The
system incorporates a "worst case" human model
test circuit, and lion the capability of simulat-
ing situations whether the component is installed
in a circuit or not. This new system provides
the capability to help differentiate between
electrostatic destruction and EMI destruction of
the device.
IN CLOSING
High performance topical antiotats are now
available which can readily perform on any
material against the toughest electrostatic
decay standards, They are inexpensive, easy
to use, and safe for personnel and the environ-
ment, Thus existing materials, tools, containers,
etc,, do not have to be replaced, only properly
and periodically treated with a quality antiotat
to insure ti:air safe, continued utilization,
The alternative is to continue dealing
with the symptom: Static, after it is generated,
The battle will be constant and expensive,
the problem will remain, losses will continue
to grow during a recessionary period, and require
the purchase of more equipment and devices to
fight static. Now, a viable solution exists
and has demonstrated its potential to help pre-
vent the problem. We would be remiss if we did
not place it on trial and let it prove itself,
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Vditor's Nate:
Since this article was written a new product has been introduced by C'harleswater Products, Itic.
`Phis product is caked "statguarci" and is used its -it conductive floor llnish on any hatst surrace or
sealed floor material. This would include vinyl, vinyl asbestos, linoleum, rubber, asphalt, sealed or
painted wood, t► ''.: terrazzo and concretE` which has been previously sealed, "Scat card" is not a
topical anti-shat but using this product will provide a fimislled floor with no static charge generation.
It also provides it 	 glossy finish, "Statguard" may be oixiered through normal logistics channels.
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